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2 of 2 review helpful Midwest Book Review part excitement part mystery By Laurel Johnson Well crafted prose 
technological and biological breakthroughs and military skullduggery all play a part in this first book by E H Mondich 
I can t even imagine the weeks of research that made this premise work so well David Jenkins is an Air Force Captain 
Professor of Physics and a brilliant scientist His gift to the wo Captain David Jenkins an agnostic professor of physics 
at the USAF Academy was entrusted to conduct holographic research on the alleged burial cloth of Jesus Christ as part 
of the Shroud of Turin Research Project in the late 1970 rsquo s But something went terribly wrong and Jenkins was 
forced to resign by his commanding officer Colonel Corey J Simpson David Jenkins now a professor at Rice 
University uses the holograms taken of the Shroud and perfects microsco 
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